
 

 

RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD, GUWAHATI
Station Road, Panbazar, Guwahati

Website: http://rrbguwahati.gov.in                                                                                            

Provisional Panel of H&MI against CEN
 

   On the basis of the performance in the Written Examination held on 
10.03.2014 & Absentee Document Verification held on 2
Nos. have been provisionally empanelled and their names are being forwarded to Chief Personnel Officer, N. F. 
Railway, Maligaon, Guwahati. Further course of action on their appointment will be taken by Chief Personnel 
Officer, N. F. Railway, Maligaon, Guwahati after due verification & ensuring fulfillment of eligibility criteria like 
production of Original Certificates of Educational/Technical Qualification, Date of Birth, Caste, Past 
Character/antecedents, Medical Tests e
which the candidates will be informed individually by the N. F. Railway, Maligaon, Guwahati. 
 

  This panel is purely provisional and does not in any way give any right to the candidates 
Railways. This RRB reserves the right to cancel or modify the panel.
in the official website of Railway Recruitment Board, Guwahati 
arranged in ascending order (last six digits) and not in the order of merit. While every care has been taken in 
publishing the result, this RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical mistake

CEN No-05/2012 Cat. No-02 

20125022000002 20125023000003

20125023000019 Total - 6
 
Date: 11.03.2015                                                                 
 

 

 

 

RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD, GUWAHATI 
Station Road, Panbazar, Guwahati-781 001, Assam. 

 
                                                                                               Phone & Fax No. 

Provisional Panel of H&MI against CEN-05/2012 

performance in the Written Examination held on 24.02.2013, Document Verification
Document Verification held on 24.03.2014, additional candidates with the following Roll 

Nos. have been provisionally empanelled and their names are being forwarded to Chief Personnel Officer, N. F. 
Railway, Maligaon, Guwahati. Further course of action on their appointment will be taken by Chief Personnel 

icer, N. F. Railway, Maligaon, Guwahati after due verification & ensuring fulfillment of eligibility criteria like 
production of Original Certificates of Educational/Technical Qualification, Date of Birth, Caste, Past 
Character/antecedents, Medical Tests etc according to the Centralised Employment Notice No.0
which the candidates will be informed individually by the N. F. Railway, Maligaon, Guwahati.  

This panel is purely provisional and does not in any way give any right to the candidates 
This RRB reserves the right to cancel or modify the panel.  This provisional panel is also being published 

in the official website of Railway Recruitment Board, Guwahati rrbguwahati.gov.in. The 
arranged in ascending order (last six digits) and not in the order of merit. While every care has been taken in 

his RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical mistake

Name of post : Health & Malaria Inspector 

20125023000003 20125023000014 20125021000016 

6   

11.03.2015                                                                                                                                                               

Phone & Fax No. 0361-2540815 

Document Verification on 
candidates with the following Roll 

Nos. have been provisionally empanelled and their names are being forwarded to Chief Personnel Officer, N. F. 
Railway, Maligaon, Guwahati. Further course of action on their appointment will be taken by Chief Personnel 

icer, N. F. Railway, Maligaon, Guwahati after due verification & ensuring fulfillment of eligibility criteria like 
production of Original Certificates of Educational/Technical Qualification, Date of Birth, Caste, Past 

tc according to the Centralised Employment Notice No.05/2012 and for 

This panel is purely provisional and does not in any way give any right to the candidates for appointment in 
This provisional panel is also being published 

. The Roll Numbers are 
arranged in ascending order (last six digits) and not in the order of merit. While every care has been taken in 

his RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical mistake.   

 

20125021000018 

 

                                                                                              CHAIRMAN 


